REMOTE PRODUCTION (REMI)
Deliver outstanding sports and live event productions from anywhere
Produce more events while reducing costs by delivering production from your
centralized studio control room instead of on-site production and satellite trucks.
Remote productions via satellite and production vehicles cost a fortune and enlarge your carbon footprint
due to the travel and energy usage involved.
Adopting an IP-based REMI solution enables you to deliver high-quality multi-camera live events while leveraging your existing technical infrastructure and equipment. With less equipment and a smaller crew required
on-site, you can maximize your in-house resources and increase eﬃciencies across the board.
LiveU’s remote production (REMI) solution provides a full studio-to-ﬁeld extension for two scenarios:
Wired - Leverage the venue’s on-prem wired connections, transmitting all video feeds directly to your studio
control room with LU800 multi-camera ﬁeld units.
Wireless - Deploy multiple portable LiveU ﬁeld units next to your camera locations, across the venue and
transmit directly to your studio control room.
The LiveU REMI solution comes equipped with rich production tools to facilitate all your ﬁeld crew needs while
producing the event, such as Audio Connect, IP Pipe for PTZ camera control, Tally Light and more. Both the
wired and wireless solutions leverage LiveU’s patented bonded cellular technology and unique LiveU Reliable
Transport (LRT™) protocol to provide reliable, high-quality live video transmission.
LiveU REMI production solution supports both on-prem physical and cloud workﬂows, delivering the LRT™
feeds either through LiveU’s LU2000 server or LiveU Cloud Connect where they are reconstructed and
outputted in various formats with similar latency to satellite. Feeds then ﬂow into your existing routing,
switching, graphics and replay systems for a full production, in the same way as if they were done in a
production truck at the venue but at a fraction of the cost.
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Beneﬁts
Wireless IP productions are opening up new
opportunities for outdoor sports like never
before, replacing traditional costly satellite
and ﬁber technologies.

Beneﬁts
Produce events from the most advanced
venues in the world. Generate additional
pre-game shows with PTZ cameras.
Enjoy peace of mind with Ethernet
transmission as main coverage and
cellular as backup.

LiveU’s Remote Production beneﬁts include:
• Cost Savings:

Eliminating the need to deploy a ﬁeld production truck (e.g. satellite) or use
a venue’s bandwidth, as well as reducing the number of on-site crews.

• More Productions: Allowing producers to cut down on the logistics and use existing equipment
means they can aﬀord to cover more events.

• High-Quality Video: Leveraging LiveU’s proprietary bonding and LRT™ for reliable high-quality

video transmission at a low cost.

• Workﬂow Flexibility: Produce your content in a physical studio or on the cloud.
• Scalability: The system easily scales by adding more ﬁeld units and receivers (output servers).
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